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TYPE OF CAKE
Vanilla Chocolate 

Red Velvet Marble
Strawberry

FILLINGS
Berries Dulce de Leche 
Strawberries Vanilla 
Chocolate Ganache 
Cream Cheese Lemon
Pineapple Guava

TYPE OF ICING
Buttercream 

Cream Cheese 

Fondant 

We can arrange private tastings so you can experience our
most popular cake & filling flavors



Every Cake is Designed and Sketched
by our Chef/Cake Designer for each

couple, creating a totally unique
confection from scratch.

Our wedding cakes can
range from minimalist
single-tier creations to
multi-tiered edible
spectacles.



DESSERT TABLE? WE GOT YOU COVERED WITH A VARIETY OF DESSERTS! 
Dessert Shooters
Mini Cupcakes
Regular Cupcakes

Cake Pops
Cakesicles
Chocolate covered
strawberries Brownie Bites



All delivery and setup is managed by our team so you
can enjoy the mouth-watering spectacle of your dessert
table entirely stress-free.

We can add or remove tiers or adjust
sizes in order to accomodate the

number of guests you need to serve. If
you dream about a bigger cake with

many tiers but you have less guests, we
can also use fake tiers that will look as

real.



We believe in creating desserts that inspire love and
happiness, moments that you can share with those

dearest to your heart.

For each couple we work with the creative team to
design a cake that is entirely unique to them and their

event, from flavoring to icing styles.

Being located in a central
area help us serve From
Key West to West Palm

Beach. 



Pricing depends on design and decoration. We have
packages for Venues/Event Planners. We can always
work on something amazing within the budget that the 
 client has.

We can quote on any design, size and flavor.

We are happy to help in
any way we can! 
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Can't wait to be part of yourCan't wait to be part of your  

Big Day!Big Day!  


